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Sitka, Alaska
Ron and Caprice Pratt, a maintenance supervisor at Sitka
Harbor Department and a small business lender, worked
their entire lives to have a retirement home on the water. And
last year they finally set out to build their dream house, just
30 feet from the water in Sitka, Alaska.
But with those picture-perfect views came extremely harsh
weather, which “is pretty much like a pressure washer
against your house,” Ron explained. The average annual
rainfall in Sitka is more than 130 inches.
So when the Pratts began exploring siding options for their
home, not only was low-maintenance important to the
couple, so was durability, given the region’s weather.
The most immediate choices were cement board or cedar
siding, which the couple was not confident in.
“If there are any defects in paint or primer—just one nick
in the siding—water will get in there and disintegrate the
cement board,” Ron explained. “Because it can rain for days
or weeks on end here, we really needed quality siding that
would prevent water intrusion. We needed siding that was
bullet proof.”
The installation and upkeep cost associated with cedar
siding deterred the Pratts as well. “Cedar siding needs to
be stained before it is installed and again after it is installed.
Additionally, an average house with cedar siding needs
to be stained every five to eight years, which as you get
older, you just can’t do yourself,” Ron continued. The cost of
staining a home in the Sitka region is on average $15,000,
which is high, especially for the Pratts as they budget for
their retirement years.
“It’s important to look at the hidden costs of installation,
pre-painting, future painting, caulking and all the other things
often not considered when purchasing siding,” he cautioned.
But the siding didn’t only need to withstand the test of time,
it also needed to be elegant and fit within the covenants of
their subdivision which stipulated siding colors and required
privacy walls around trash cans.
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When the Pratts learned about Celect® Cellular Composite
Siding by Royal® they knew it was the perfect siding solution
to withstand the region’s weather thanks to its high impactresistant finish that staves off rain, snow, dust, heat, and wind
and prevents water intrusion due to its interlocking joints.
Thankful for Celect’s wide selection of colors and siding
profiles, the Pratts used 7” Clapboard in Moss, Board and
Batten in Moss and Celect Trim in Frost on their home. “It
looks crisp, clean and classy,” Caprice exclaimed. “It looks
just like real wood siding.”
Home improvement veterans, the Pratts also put the leftover
siding to good use, using the Board and Batten to build a
privacy wall around their trash cans and propane tank.
“Our home is beautifully sided and it is comforting to know
that we don’t need to paint it every three to five years,”
Caprice continued.
For the Pratts, Celect promised everything they were looking
for: ease of installation, low maintenance, pre-painted
color, a crisp and clean look, a variety of siding and trim,
interlocking design and the ability for air and water to flow
between the siding and the house—all backed by a
25-year warranty.
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